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Datalog and Answer Set Programming (ASP) are powerful languages for rule-based database
querying and constraint solving, respectively. Similarly, Python is a popular and powerful
procedural programming language with applications in many domains including data sci-
ence. I have developed a problem solving framework called “Possible Worlds Exploration”
which is based on combining the two programming paradigms to enable new exploration and
problem-solving capabilities for a wide audience of users. The primary component of this
framework is the Possible Worlds Explorer (PWE), an open source Python-based toolkit
that employs Jupyter Notebooks to make working with Datalog and ASP systems easier
and more productive. PWE can parse output from different ASP reasoners (Clingo and
DLV) and then run analytical queries over all answer sets or “possible worlds” (PWs), e.g.,
to calculate relative frequencies of atoms across PWs or to hierarchically cluster PWs based
on user-defined complexity and similarity measures. PWE also has support for the three-
valued well-founded semantics of Datalog programs (via DLV) and temporal models that use
a special state argument. Using simple Python functions, generic as well as user-definable
presentation and visualization formats can be easily created, e.g., to display all PWs (world
views), the unique three-valued well-founded model (partial views), and temporal models
(timelines and time series). We have illustrated several examples, both theoretical and
application-based, to showcase the abilities of PWE. We provide containerized versions of
PWE that can be run in the cloud or locally. In this way the Possible Worlds Explorer
makes Datalog and ASP more accessible for a wider audience.
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CHAPTER 1: POSSIBLE WORLDS EXPLORER: AN OVERVIEW
1.1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Datalog has a long and rich history in database theory and foundations [1, 2, 3]. It has seen
a recent resurgence in both industry and academia [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].1 Answer Set Programming
(ASP) shares common roots with Datalog and evolved from the stable model semantics [11]
of logic programs with non-stratified negation and disjunction in rule heads. ASP solvers
such as Clingo [12, 13] and DLV [14, 15] have enabled new applications and extensions in
Knowledge Representation (KR) and Machine Learning (ML) [16, 17].2
Answer Set Programming also has tremendous expressive power in terms of writing re-
cursive functions, modeling graphs, workflows & environments and encoding declarative and
rule-based queries. Datalog and ASP are often used as an intermediary language between
different database and logic-programming languages because of its expressive power [1, 3,
23, 24, 25]. Despite the significant interest and considerable capabilities for advanced ap-
plications, declarative querying and problem solving with Datalog and ASP have not found
wider adoption among general programmers and data and information scientists, and all too
often remain an “experts only” domain.
Python, on the other hand, is one of the most popular and fastest growing programming
languages in recent years [26]. Some of the reasons for this include its gentle learning curve
(from beginner to expert), the comprehensive package support for data science and machine
learning (e.g., Pandas, Scikit-Learn, etc.), and a very active, ever-growing community of
users. Python also has several widely-used visualization platforms available for analysis and
presentation (e.g., Matplotlib, GraphViz via Nxpd, etc.). These and other factors have
made Python the de-facto programming language for data science and tool integration.
The goal of my work has been to bring the two worlds together, and develop a new way
of solving problems that enables us to take advantage of the best of both worlds in the
most seamless and productive way possible. To this end, I have developed several tools and
frameworks during my work. Most notably I have developed a framework called the Possible
Worlds Exploration Framework.
The PWE-framework is meant to be a language for the methodology of problem solving
that this combination of ASP and procedural programming through Python enables. It
comprises of tools and ideas that can be applied to various problems. The core idea is to:
1See also the “Datalog 2.0” workshop series [9, 10], documenting this resurgence.
2See also the various surveys on theory and practice of ASP [18, 19, 12, 20, 21, 22].
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(i) Use ASP for knowledge-representation, logical modeling and constraint-solving.
(ii) Generate multiple possible solutions. Unlike most paradigms, ASP has the ability to
provide us with all possible solutions instead of just one, which enables the analysis of
the solution space rather than just a single solution, which is often more interesting.
(iii) Use Python to explore this space and conduct analysis through algorithms from data
science, use visualizations, etc.
(iv) In many cases, use the answer-sets (PWs) themselves as inputs to other ASP programs,
something not possible without a tool such as PWE.
The center piece of the PWE-Framework is a tool called the Possible Worlds Explorer
(PWE). PWE is an open source, Python-based toolkit that aims to bring together the
best of ASP and Python in order to serve a wide audience of users. In particular, the goals
of PWE are to:
(i) empower traditional user groups, i.e., not yet experienced with declarative problem
solving, to explore problems and their Datalog/ASP solutions in a familiar, interactive
user environment (Jupyter Notebooks);
(ii) empower Datalog and ASP experts to be more productive by being able to seamlessly
mix and match declarative rules from different rule engines and solvers (e.g., Clingo
and DLV) with procedural code (implementing, e.g., analytical queries over and visu-
alizations of possible worlds); and
(iii) allow both groups of users to easily create and share executable knowledge artifacts as
Jupyter Notebooks [27].
We achieve this by allowing ASP and Python to complement each other by:
(a) Providing a better interface to use ASP. ASP is often available only through
command-line tools, leading to a lack of subsequent analytical and visualization op-
tions. Through the PWE we try to provide a way to fix this shortfall. We allow ASP
rules to be written and run directly in Jupyter Notebooks and for results to be parsed
in so that they can then be subsequently used for analysis, visualization and other
applications.
(b) Bringing the aforementioned expressive and solving capabilities of ASP to
Python. Through PWE, we allow users to integrate ASP-based reasoning in their
otherwise iterative workflows, to enable efficient and productive solving of problems
best represented using queries and rules, rather than procedural code.
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1.2 DECLARATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING BY EXAMPLE
We have developed several simple (yet not so simple!) examples to demonstrate the fea-
tures and capabilities of PWE. The examples are delivered as executable Jupyter Notebooks
which guide users through various introductory and advanced problems step by step. Below
we highlight a few interesting elements of some of these examples from our growing repos-
itory of demos [28]. The PWE-demos repository3 also includes an environment.yml file
and a postBuild bash script that can be used to create a Docker Image or a Virtual Envi-
ronment to execute these notebooks and PWE in, either locally using Conda4 or online in
cloud-based environments utilizing frameworks like repo2docker5 [29] such as Binder [30]
or WholeTale [31].
1.2.1 Combinatorics (Graph Coloring): Two rules suffice
A common concept in mathematics (graph theory) and computer science is that of graph-
coloring. Specifically, the 3-coloring problem is an NP-complete problem that asks whether
a given graph G can be colored using at most 3 distinct colors such that no two vertices
sharing an edge are assigned the same color. As a demonstration of the expressiveness and
conciseness of ASP, consider a encoding of this problem using just two rules:
(a) node(1..5). e(1,2). e(2,3). e(3,4). e(4,1). e(4,5). % Database facts
(b) col(X,red) ; col(X,green) ; col(X,blue) :- node(X). % Generator
(c) :- e(X,Y), col(X,C), col(Y,C), X != Y. % Constraint
Line (a) describes the nodes and edges in the graph as database facts. Specifically, the graph
has five nodes labelled 1-5 and five edges e(a,b). Nodes 1-4 form a “square” 1→ 2→ 3→
4 → 1 and have an “appendage” 4 → 5. Lines (b) and (c) are the ASP rules that encode
the 3-coloring problem. The rule in line (b) is of the form “head :- body” and means that if
the condition in the body is true, then the head logically follows. The semicolons (“;”) in the
head represent logical disjunctions (“∨”). The rule says that every node X can have any of
the three colors (red, green, blue). Thus, (b) acts as a generator of alternatives i.e. a node
X can be red or green or blue. The rule in line (c) is similar to the one in (b), but here it
has an empty head which means that if the body of the rule is true, then the “current world”







Figure 1.1: Screenshots from a Jupyter Notebook running PWE: the line magic in cell [17]
loads ASP rules into cell [18] where they can then be edited and run. In cell [27] a groupby
operation is used to identify the 6 PWs (C2) that use only two colors and the 30 PWs (C3) that
use all three.
e(X,Y) such that X and Y are both assigned the same color C (for X 6= Y), then this coloring
is invalid. In this way, (c) acts as a denial constraint.
From combinatorics we know that there are 35 = 243 ways overall of assigning three colors
Figure 1.2: Visualizing the set of colorings of a small graph that use exactly 2 distinct
colors. The visualization in cell [31] shows that PWs in the first group (C2), i.e. the colorings




Figure 1.3: Visualizing the set of colorings of a small graph that use exactly 3 distinct
colors. The visualization in cell [32] shows the PWs in the second group (C3) that all use 3 distinct
colors. PWE can also be used to cluster PWs and find the equivalence classes of all patterns.
to five nodes, and that is indeed what we would get if we removed the denial constraint in
line (c). It is difficult for a human to determine how many and which of these 243 colorings
are valid colorings i.e. they satisfy the constraint in line (c) that nodes on the two ends of
an edge must have different colors. ASP solvers such as DLV and Clingo however can easily
handle such combinatorial puzzles:
$ clingo -n0 3col.lp4
Answer: 1
col(1,blue) col(2,red) col(3,green) col(4,red) col(5,blue)
...
Answer: 36
col(1,red) col(2,green) col(3,blue) col(4,green) col(5,blue)
SATISFIABLE
Models : 36
CPU Time : 0.001s
The command-line argument −nN directs the solver to compute at most N models; setting




Figure 1.4: Visualizing the heatmaps computed over all the 3-colorings (PWs) of a
small graph using different distance metrics in PWE. Using different complexity measures
and distance metrics when clustering the 36 PWs of valid 3-colorings: An unsuitable metric counts
coloring differences directly and “overfits” (upper left); a simple metric obtained by counting how
many colors were used works very well and identifies 6 bicolored PWs and 30 tricolored ones (lower
left); the cluster of 30 has further substructure corresponding to “coloring patterns” (right).
exactly 36 solutions among the 243 candidates, representing all valid 3-colorings of the given
graph.
Even for just 36 PWs, it can be quite difficult for a user to compare and contrast the
PWs, or answer questions such as “how many PWs use all 3 colors”, “which PWs use only
2 colors”, “are all 2-colorings isomorphic” and so on.
We can overcome these limitations of the traditional, “spartan” command-line interfaces
with the analysis and visualization capabilities of the Possible Worlds Explorer (PWE)
running within a Jupyter Notebook environment. Figures 1.1, 1.2 & 1.3 shows different cells
of a demo notebook, highlighting how such “meta-analyses” can be performed across all
PWs using PWE.
The visualizations in Figure 1.4 showcase how PWE can be used to find further structure
in a set of PWs. The heat map in the lower-left shows a clear separation of the 36 PWs
into two groups: 30 PWs using 3 distinct colors and 6 PWs using only 2 distinct colors.
The former group can be analysed to find further substructure (revealed by another metric).
This is visible in the heatmap and associated dendrogram on the right in Figure 1.4. For
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more details and a thorough walk-through of the example, check out [32, 28]. We revisit this
example in Section 3.2 to illustrate the PWE-Framework.
1.2.2 Games and Three-Valued (Partial) Models
Answer Set Programming is based on the two-valued stable model semantics [11], i.e.,
every logic atom is considered to be either true or false. However, under the well-founded
semantics [33], any logical atom can have one of three possible values: true, false and un-
defined. The latter allows capturing uncertainty, i.e., when the meaning of rules does not
imply that an atom is either true or false. This semantic model is hence three-valued. In
contrast to the stable model semantics, where there can exist multiple solutions, in the well-
founded semantics, there is only one (in general three-valued) solution, consisting of sets
of true, false, and undefined atoms, respectively. Well-founded models having undefined
atoms can be understood as partial models on which the stable model semantics can “act”
by alternately choosing true or false and then checking that in this way the partial model
can be completed consistently to obtain a two-valued model. In this way, a three-valued
well-founded model often gives rise to multiple PWs using the stable model semantics.
Consider the following single rule Datalog program with recursion through negation:
win(X) :- move(X,Y), not win(Y).
The non-stratified rule above states that in a game graph, a position X is won if there exists
a move from X to some position Y such that Y is not won (since the opponent then moves
from Y ). Let’s consider a simple game graph consisting of the following move relations: {(a,
b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, d)}. Since d is a sink (no outgoing edges), it means win(d) is
false i.e. position d is a losing position. Since d is a losing position and c has an edge to d,
c is a winning position i.e. win(c) is true. On the other hand, positions a and b are both
drawn. The best move from b is to go to a and perpetuate the game further since moving
to c would be a win for the opponent. One can only move to position b from position a, and
therefore, position a is drawn as well. Such a unique three-valued well-founded model [33]
can be computed directly using DLV with the −wf flag:
$ dlv -wf win.dlv
True: {move(a,b), move(b,a), move(b,c), move(c,d), win(c)}
Undefined: {win(b), win(a)}
PWE can recognize three-valued outputs such as the one above by DLV. Using simple
graph annotations (as described in Section 2.1.1) and PWE’s Visualization Tool, we can
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Figure 1.5: Visualization of the partial model W and the stable models of a small game
graph using the non-stratified win query. A partial model W with won, lost, and drawn
positions (top), computed by DLV. The total (i.e., two-valued stable) models Si are computed by
DLV or Clingo (bottom).
render a visualization of the solved game graph with colored positions (Figure 1.5). When
the same ASP program is run without the −wf flag (in DLV or Clingo), we get all the
stable models, 2 in this case. All stable models Si extend the unique well-founded modelW ,
i.e. they all agree with W on the defined parts (true or false) and can only vary over the
undefined parts of W .
As we can observe, the well-founded model captures the intended semantics of games
exactly since it allows drawn positions, which is an important feature of such games. Under
the stable model semantics, we systematically “guess” the undefined parts of the game,
propagate these guesses and check if they lead to a consistent model. If they do, we get a
two-valued model, otherwise, the model is discarded.
Figure 1.6 has another instance of a similar but more complex game graph for better
intuition. The well-founded model has four undefined nodes k, l, m & n. As we can see,
k depends directly on l which in turn is dependent on m. Similarly, n is also dependent on
the value of m since it is at the end of its only outgoing edge. So say we “guess” that m was
8
Figure 1.6: Well-Founded Semantics based analysis on a more complex game graph.
A partial model W with won, lost, and drawn positions (left), computed by DLV. The total (i.e.,
two-valued stable) models Si are computed by DLV or Clingo (right).
a winning state, this would mean that n must be a losing state. Similarly, l would also be a
losing state, consequently making k a winning state. Alternatively, say we “guess” that m is
a losing state, this would make l and n winning states and make k a losing state. These two
are exactly the two stable models that we get. For more details on these examples, check
out [34, 28].
1.2.3 Integrity Constraints based Repair and Timeline Visualization
One of the numerous applications of ASP is in model-based diagnosis and repair. In the
case of inconsistent databases, declarative rules can be used to generate alternative repairs
i.e. minimal changes to the database to restore its integrity [35], giving rise to different PWs.
We showcase a small example of such a repair exercise using PWE (Figure 1.7). We use
a small sample dataset from the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) that we have prepared so
it exhibits interesting data quality problems. We use a handful of artists (Pablo Picasso,
Yayoi Kusama, and Artko) and a few of each of their artworks. The artwork selection
consists of Picasso’s Seated Woman and War and Peace, Kusama’s Flower, Endless, and
9
Timeline Input Database .
Figure 1.7: A timeline visualization in PWE, showing elements of an inconsistent
database. Prior to any repair actions for MoMA, there is single PW containing all inconsisten-
cies: e.g., there is more than one Picasso with different death years, some artwork was painted
posthumously, etc.
Accumulations, and Artko’s Acapulco Gold. The database consists of two tables, namely:
artist(NAME, ID, BIRTHDATE, DEATHDATE)
and
artwork(TITLE, ARTIST NAME, ARTIST ID, YEAR PAINTED)
For each of the artists, we created a few synthetic errors to mimic quality issues for more
poorly curated collections. For instance, for Pablo Picasso, we created another instance
Picasso (i.e. without his first name), who passed away in a different year, but has the same
Artist ID. Integrity Constraint Violations (ICVs) can be captured via auxiliary rules. For
instance, the rule below reports primary key violations:
icv_PK(ID, N1, N2) :- artist(N1,ID,_,_), artist(N2,ID,_,_), N1 != N2.
Similarly, “posthumous art works” (artworks logged to have been painted in a year after the
artist’s death) can be captured by the rule below:
icv_PostHumous(T, AN, AID, ArtYear) :-
artwork(T,_,AID,ArtYear),artist(AN,AID,_,DeathYear), ArtYear>DeathYear.
More such rules can be defined to capture these violations (check [36, 28] for more details).
Once these violations have been captured, we can then define “repair” rules which specify
alternate “fixes” to these violations. For instance, in case of a primary key violation captured
by the rule icv PK above, we can delete one of the entries in the artist table (N1 or N2).
When such repair rules are used (e.g., see [35]), multiple PWs are generated. Figure 1.8
shows the 4 PWs generated for our running MoMA example. Here we choose a timeline






Figure 1.8: Timeline visualization of the 4 output “repaired” Databases in PWE. In
PW1 four artworks are “lost” since the “wrong” artists were deleted. Similarly in PW2 and PW3,
the wrong Picasso or Kusama record were chosen, so again some artworks are missing. In PW4,
the largest number of artworks (here: 5) are visible, an indication that this PW (and the associated
repairs) are preferable over the alternative solutions.
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any further inconsistencies. For a relatively small number of PWs, such as in our running
example, the user can visually inspect the them.
For a large set of alternate “repairs”, we can use the PWE tool to rank, compare and
cluster the PWs (i.e. the alternate “repaired worlds”), just like in the 3-Coloring example
in Section 1.2.1. For instance, we can use Python code (or declarative meta-programs)
to automatically rank and compare the PWs. If we were to work off of the assumption
that the number of errors in the database entry were minimal, the most plausible “repair”
must be the one which preserves most paintings (keeps most paintings consistent). We used
this “minimal repair” metric to rank our PWs. We found that as per this metric, PW4
represented the most “plausible” repair. It turned out that PW4 matched exactly with the
original MoMA Database (i.e. before we added synthetic errors to it). Similarly, we can
plausibly use such “heuristics” to identify the best repairs in other database repair problems
as well.
1.2.4 Towers of Hanoi: State Based Search
Towers of Hanoi6 (ToH) is a classic computer science example used to teach recursion. It
also serves as a good introductory and educational example for declarative problem solving,
in particular the “Generate, define, test” programming methodology [37]. In this problem,
the reasoner has to find a sequence of actions to accomplish a goal while observing a set
of constraints. The Potassco/Clingo User Guide contains a simple, state-based problem
description of this problem.7
Moves at each time-step are generated using a “generator”:
% temporal move(T,_,_)
{ move(T,D,P) : disk(D), peg(P) } = 1 :- moves(M), T = 1..M.
where M is the maximum number of moves allowed. This rule is an instance of a “choice rule”
in Clingo. It says that for every time step T, we choose exactly one move(T,D,P) atom, such
that there exists a disk(D) and peg(P), i.e., intuitively, D belongs to the disk domain and
P belongs to the peg domain. See Chapter 2 of [22] for a more detailed explanation and
additional examples of such rules.
Next, we test the validity of the move using the following “test” rules:
% Invalid Moves at time-step T
:- move(T,D,P), blocked(T,D-1,P).





Figure 1.9: A simple text-based visualization generated by PWE’s Time-Series Mod-
ule on a state-based solution of a Towers of Hanoi Problem instance. We create a
timestep state map in cell [14]. We then use this in cell [16] to generate the visualization. As
we can see, first the constants (i.e. things that do not change with time) are listed. We then have
a description (in terms of Datalog logical atoms) of the states in the PW. This gives us a good
overview of the moves being made and the state of the solution at different time-steps.
Note that disk D is larger than disk D+1 (for encoding simplicity purposes).
The state is updated using the “define” rules below:
% Projection - Disk D was moved at time-step T:
move(T,D) :- move(T,D,_).
% Update disk D’s location:
on(T,D,P) :- move(T,D,P).
% Maintain disk D’s position at time-step T+1 if not moved:
on(T+1,D,P) :- on(T,D,P), not move(T+1,D), not moves(T).
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% If disk D is on peg P at time-step T, then at time-step T+1,
% disk D-1 cannot be moved to peg P:
blocked(T+1,D-1,P) :- on(T,D,P), not moves(T).
% If disk D cannot be moved to peg P at time-step T,
% then neither can disk D-1 (and so on..):
blocked(T,D-1,P) :- blocked(T,D,P), disk(D).
We use the following additional “test” rules to check if the entire sequence of steps in this
PW is valid and achieves our goal:
% Series of steps doesn’t achieve goal:
:- goal_on(D,P), not on(M,D,P), moves(M).
% Disk is not on exactly one peg at any time-step:
:- { on(T,D,P) } != 1, disk(D), moves(M), T = 1..M.
We use PWE in conjunction with a Jupyter Notebook to better analyze the time-series
nature of the problem and its solutions [38, 28]. We analyze a small instance of this problem,
with three disks and three pegs. All disks start on same peg initially and must all be
transferred to one of the other pegs (while making sure that at no point there exists a
smaller disk under a bigger disk on the same peg). We know that the smallest number of
moves required to move all the disks from the initial state (labelled aaa) to the final state
(labelled ccc) is 7.
We use the special %temporal annotation (introduced in Section 2.1.1) to highlight the
temporal attributes in the various relations to PWE. Figure 1.9 shows a simple text visu-
alization generated by PWE (using the Time-Series Module) that gives us a better insight
into the state-based solution.
Using the time-series nature of the solution and PWE’s abilities, one can easily visualize
the solution to this ToH instance. For this and more, check out [38, 28]. This “Statelog”-
based approach of problem-solving is used in many domains, including Reinforcement Learn-
ing [39, 40] (also see Section 4.5.3), Datalog Query Provenance (see Section 4.2), etc.
1.2.5 Hanoi Graph Analysis
Another model of the Towers of Hanoi problem can be created by employing a different
representation called the Hanoi Graph8.
An analysis of the Hanoi Graph reveals that the state-space of the move-graph in Towers of
Hanoi is more interesting than it might seem at first glance. The Hanoi Graph contains the
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tower_of_Hanoi#Graphical_representation
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Figure 1.10: Hanoi Graph visualizations in PWE: the combination of ASP and powerful
graph analytics in Python allows the user to analyze and visualize information encoded in the
graph. The shortest path (i.e., the sequence of moves) from the initial state (aaa) to the desired
state (ccc) is shown on the left and takes 7 steps. A Hamiltonian cycle can be computed in the
usual way using ASP rules, and then visualized in PWE (top-right). Further, we can find triangles
in this graph and visualize them (bottom-right). As we can see, each state is part of exactly one
triangle in the state-graph.
set of all possible configurations and all valid moves between them and is radially symmetric.
By design, it also encodes some useful information such as the shortest sequence of moves
required to move between any two states.
We can create, analyze, and visualize the Hanoi graph easily in PWE: We can use Python
code, parametrized by the number of disks and pegs, to generate ASP rules that encode the
graph edges. For instance, consider the following encoding for the Towers of Hanoi instance




% DISK1_END_PEG, DISK2_END_PEG, DISK3_END_PEG)
% As the smallest disk, D1 can move freely:
e(D1,D2,D3,D1_,D2,D3) :- D1 != D1_,
peg(D1),peg(D2),peg(D3), peg(D1_).
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% D2 can move only if it is neither on the same peg as D1 (blocked)
% or moving to peg containing D1 (cannot be above D1):
e(D1,D2,D3,D1,D2_,D3) :- D2 != D2_, D2 != D1, D2_ != D1,
peg(D1),peg(D2),peg(D3), peg(D2_).
% Similarly, D3 is even more restricted in its movement:
e(D1,D2,D3,D1,D2,D3_) :- D3 != D3_, D3 != D1, D3 != D2, D3_ != D1, D3_ != D2,
peg(D1),peg(D2),peg(D3), peg(D3_).
The above ASP encoding generates all the edges in the Hanoi Graph of this Towers of
Hanoi instance. We then leverage Python’s NetworkX9 library to extract and conveniently
visualize this information. Once generated, we can perform several interesting analyses on
this graph. For instance, as shown in Figure 1.10 (left), we can find the shortest sequence
of moves that can be taken to go from the initial state (aaa) to the final state (ccc), by
finding the shortest path between these two nodes in the Hanoi Graph, essentially turning
the Towers of Hanoi problem into a Shortest-Path in Graph problem. This can be done
directly in Python using NetworkX.
Similarly, one might be interested in determining whether there exists a sequence of moves
that visits all possible configurations exactly once and returns to the initial configuration.
This test for the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle can be computed using a Python library,
or directly encoded in ASP as follows:
% Generate - each edge can either be in the H-cycle or not:
1 { in(X,Y) ; out(X,Y) } 1 :- e(X,Y).
% Define - H-cycle’s start node (can be set to anything):
start(aaa).
% Test - exactly one edge in and out of every node in the H-cycle:
:- 2 {in(X,Y) : e(X,Y)}, n(X).
:- 2 {in(X,Y) : e(X,Y)}, n(Y).
:- in(X,Y), in(Y,X).
% Define - record nodes in H-cycle:
r(X) :- in(Y,X), n(X), start(Y).
r(Y) :- r(X), in(X,Y), e(X,Y).
% Test - all nodes are used in the H-cycle:
:- not r(X), n(X).
Similarly, one can find all the triangles in this graph using a simple ASP query:
9NetworkX Python Library: http://networkx.github.io
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% We enforce A > B > C as a partial ordering to avoid redundant results.
tri(A,B,C) :- e(A,B), e(B,C), e(C,A), A != B, B != C, A != C, A > B, B > C.
See Figure 1.10 (top-right) for a rendering of the Hamiltonian cycle and triangles in the
Hanoi graph, and [41, 28] for further details.
1.3 ORGANIZATION AND SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have provided an overview of my work which includes the development
of the PWE-Framework and the PWE-Tool. We have outlined the motivations and goals
for my work and the specific ways my work helps achieve these goals. In addition, we have
provided an overview of the features and capabilities of the developed tools and frameworks
using multiple examples. These examples are also available as re-executable research artifacts
in the form of Jupyter Notebooks.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we provide a detailed description
of the PWE-tool, along with its various components. In Chapter 3, we describe the PWE-
Framework introduced in this chapter, along with a detailed example. In Chapter 4, we
have illustrated several advanced applications of the PWE tool in theoretical and practical
settings.
The thesis consolidates and summarizes work over the past two years. A lot of the work
discussed here has been already published, primarily in the following work:
• Gupta, Sahil, Yi-Yun Cheng, and Bertram Ludäscher. “Possible Worlds Explorer:
Datalog and Answer Set Programming for the Rest of Us.” In 3rd International Work-
shop on the Resurgence of Datalog in Academia and Industry (Datalog 2.0), Philadel-
phia, PA (USA), CEUR Workshop Proceedings, vol. 2368, pp. 44-55, 2019 [42].
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CHAPTER 2: THE POSSIBLE WORLDS EXPLORER TOOL
The Possible Worlds Explorer (PWE) is a Python-based open-source toolkit with several
components, all geared towards various functionalities in the PWE framework. The toolkit
aims to make interacting with ASP (and Datalog) systems easier & more productive and to
enable analysis and exploration of potentially large number of PWs (answer-sets) through
its various features and conventions. The tool can be used as any other stand-alone package
in Python scripts and in Jupyter Notebooks. Jupyter Notebooks can interleave explanatory
narrative with code snippets, inline visualizations and text outputs, providing an interactive
problem solving and exploration environment. Therefore, they are employed as the preferred
interface for using PWE. Additionally, they make for good reproducible computational ar-
tifacts that are shareable, browsable and re-executable, which are useful properties for our
intended use cases. PWE is also available through a command-line interface for users who
prefer to use the command-line.
2.1 POSSIBLE WORLDS EXPLORER: SYSTEM OVERVIEW
As we can see in Figure 2.1, the PWE Tool has several components that can be invoked
by the users. Each of these components is a module in the Possible Worlds Explorer (PWE)
Python Library.
2.1.1 Key Components of the PWE Tool
Below is a brief description of the key components of the PWE tool:
ASP/Datalog Wrappers. Possible Worlds Explorer (PWE) includes wrappers around
existing popular command-line based ASP reasoners such as Clingo [12, 13] and DLV [14,
15]. These wrappers provide a “pythonic” interface to these reasoners. ASP rules can be
represented as Python strings, and evaluated using the underlying ASP reasoners. Since
we can use Python strings as ASP rules, this allows users to generate rule instances based
on a parameterized problem. For instance, the well-known Towers of Hanoi problem is
parametrized by the number of disks and pegs and we can generate rules to solve any
instance easily using a parametrized specification as we saw in Section 1.2.5.
PWE uses Antlr1-based parsers to read the outputs of the underlying ASP reasoners on the
1Another Tool for Language Recognition: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ANTLR
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Figure 2.1: Possible Worlds Explorer (PWE) Tool: an ASP solver (e.g., Clingo, DLV)
generates answer sets (PWs). PWE can then query across all PWs and visualize, group, rank,
and cluster them based on user-defined distance, equivalence and complexity functions. A Jupyter
Notebook deployment of PWE provides a user-friendly, interactive user interface.
rule-set, and then loads them into Pandas2 DataFrame objects. In addition to its support of
the stable model (two-valued) semantics that most ASP reasoners offer, PWE also supports
three-valued well-founded models [33] that are supported by reasoners such as DLV. For
examples of this, check out [34, 43].
2Python Data Analysis Library: https://pandas.pydata.org/
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Special Annotations. PWE also allows users to include special annotations as comments
in the logic programs that can be picked up by the system to enable further applications.
For instance, attribute names can help users better understand complex relational schemas.
Users can include this information as ‘schema’ annotations of the form:
% schema R(A1, . . . , An)
which indicates that relation R has attributes A1, . . . , An. These attribute names can then
be used as column names in the Pandas DataFrame for relation R.
Similarly, we can include special annotations in logic programs to indicate existence of tem-
poral fields in certain relations. For instance, the annotation of the form:
% temporal R(. . . , T, . . . )
indicates that the attribute at index indicated by the special symbol ‘T’ in relation R is a
state or temporal identifier. This information can be used by PWE’s Time-Series Module.
PWE also supports automated GraphViz3-style [44] visualizations using special annota-
tions. The graph can be instantiated using annotation of the form:
% graphviz graph graph type = undirected
The ‘graph type’ parameter can be set to either ‘undirected’ (default) or ‘directed’. Other
styling options such as ‘rankdir’, ‘style’, etc., can also be provided and are passed to the
underlying GraphViz library. Similarly, nodes can be declared using the following annota-
tion:
% graphviz node R(. . . , N, . . . ) color = red
This would create a node for each unique value at the attribute indexed by the special
symbol ‘T’ in relation R. Style properties such as ‘color’, ‘font’, etc., can be specified here
and are passed through to the GraphViz library. One could also use the attributes of a
logical atom to dynamically assign style properties to the corresponding nodes as well. For
instance, the special annotation:
% graphviz node R(. . . , N, . . . ) color = $3
3https://www.graphviz.org
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would assign the value at the 3rd index of a logical atom of relation R as the ‘color’ property
for the node generated for that logical atom. Similarly, edges can be declared using the
following annotation:
% graphviz edge R(. . . , HEAD, . . . , TAIL, . . . ) color = $3
where the special symbols ‘HEAD’ and ‘TAIL’ specify the nodes to place at the head and tail
of the edge respectively. When an undirected graph is being generated, these symbols can
be used interchangeably. Style properties can be defined either statically or dynamically,
just as in the case of nodes.
Query Tool. PWE can be used to query within individual PWs or across a set of PWs,
for instance, to find unique features, to find intersection or union between PWs, etc. When
working with all PWs, a union across them can provide us with the brave4 [24] consequences
of the ASP program. Similar an intersection across all PWs provides us with the cautious5
consequences of the ASP program. Other interesting queries supported natively by the
PWE include difference, symmetric-difference, frequency (to find the frequency of a certain
relation (or its projection) in each of the PWs), redundant-column (i.e. to identify sets of
relations or columns in relations that are the same in a PW or across a set of PWs, and
hence redundant), etc. Many more such queries can be easily defined using those natively
provided and otherwise, using Pandas Dataframes’ extensive querying capabilities.
Distance Tool. Given a set of PWs, a natural question we often want to answer is: how
similar or different are these PWs to each other? PWE can be used to find distance between
any two PWs based on their set of shared/unique facts, or using a user-defined distance
metric. Given such a metric, PWE can construct a distance matrix which captures the
distances between all pairs of PWs. This distance matrix can then be used for further
analysis, such as clustering, etc.
Equivalence Grouping Tool. Similar to a distance metric, users can define functions
that, given two PWs, determine whether the two PWs are equivalent (in some sense as
defined by the user). These functions can range from comparisons between simple projections
of the relations in the PWs, to more complicated criteria like graph isomorphisms. Given a
function to determine the equivalency of two PWs, PWE can efficiently group the PWs into
4also known as possibility or credulous semantics
5also known as certainty or skeptical semantics
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equivalence groups.
Visualization Tool. This PWE module allows users to visualize individual solutions
(PWs) or the whole solution space for analysis or instructive purposes. As discussed earlier,
we support GraphViz style visualizations using the special %graphviz annotation for visu-
alizing individual PWs. For these we use two Python libraries, NetworkX 6 [45] and NXPD7.
The graph itself is a NetworkX object, bringing with it all the graph analysis algorithms that
NetworkX supports, and is visualized as a GraphViz image using the NXPD library. In
our experiments we have found our internal PW representation using Pandas DataFrames
to be very compatible with using NetworkX and NXPD for visualization purposes.
PWE also has several other visualizations built-in to visualize the entire solution space (or
an aggregate of it). For instance, distance matrices as discussed above, can be used to create
clustering visualizations, dendrograms, Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) based 2D Distance
Mapping visualization, heatmaps, etc. Users can also easily define their own visualization
functions. Some basic visualizations for time-series based answer-sets is also included in
PWE, allowing users to analyze how states “evolve” over time within each PW.
World Feature Calculation Tool. This PWE module allows users to define a met-
ric/feature to be calculated for every PW. This can then be used to rank PWs in order of,
say their complexity or size (frequency of relational facts). This can also be used to calcu-
late and compare more interesting concepts like “fairness” of PWs. In the stable marriage
problem [17], for instance, a fairness metric could be evaluated, to find the PW which is
fairest for both groups (males and females). Such world features can also be used to group
the PWs into distinct groups. For instance, in the 3-colorability problem (Section 1.2.1), we
could calculate the number of distinct colors used in each PW, and use that to group the
3-colorings (PWs) into distinct groups.
Time Series Module. PWE has built-in support for ASP problems that are time-series
based, e.g., the classic Towers of Hanoi puzzle. The special %temporal annotation as men-
tioned above, allows users to indicate the location of the state-identifiers in the relations.
PWE can then automatically group and display answers by state, in order, etc. The module
also includes some basic text-based visualizations to highlight and leverage the temporal




PW Import/Export Tool. PWE allows users to (i) export Pandas DataFrames, used
by PWE to store the PWs, to other formats (e.g., CSV, Pickle, or SQLite) for further
processing and external analysis, or (ii) re-import the PWs from a previous step as database
facts, to be used in another ASP program. This functionality is unique to PWE and isn’t
available directly through any other ASP-based tool or reasoner. Users can export the PWs
one-at-a-time i.e. export the relational atoms in the PW as is, or export multiple PWs
at once i.e. export the PWs as Datalog facts (either with or without unique identifiers)
such that a user can work with multiple PWs at once, for operations such as comparing
them, combining them, etc. PWE also supports exporting three-valued well-founded models
(from DLV) and then re-importing them as database facts for a subsequent Clingo-based
reasoning step. Multiple different export schemas are also supported such as “as-is” (i.e.
the relational atoms become database facts directly), or a triple-based generic encoding that
reifies relation names as data, thereby supporting querying and reasoning about schemas. In
both of these schemas, users can (optionally) include an additional field in every database
row that indicates the PW it belongs to. This, as mentioned earlier, is useful when exporting
multiple PWs at once.
2.2 JUPYTER NOTEBOOK INTEGRATION
Jupyter Notebooks are quickly become the de-facto programming interface for Python in
both academia and industry. Their ability to preserve “state”, display inline visualizations
and interleave textual content (markdown, etc.), makes them an attractive way to both
develop and showcase results. These same abilities also make Jupyter Notebooks an ideal
interface for using Answer Set Programming (ASP) along with Python. To achieve this, we
have developed a Jupyter Notebook extension for PWE called the PWE-NB-Extension [46,
47].
2.2.1 The PWE Jupyter Notebook Extension
The PWE-NB-Extension [46, 47] provides the following functionalities:
(i) ASP rules can be written and run directly from Jupyter Notebook cells.
(ii) Syntax highlighting for these ASP rules in Jupyter Notebook cells.
(iii) Seamless interfacing between the ASP rules in the Notebook cells, the output of ASP
reasoners on these rules, text files, and the variables in the local variable namespace.
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(a) In cell [17] we see how we can use the %asp loadfiles magic to load in a set of rules from a
variable clingo rules into cell [18]. We can then edit these rules in cell [18]. Note that the
rules have syntax highlighting. When we execute cell [18] (enabled by the %%clingo magic), we
get the output of running the rules using Clingo.
(b) In cell [4], we write rules for a game-graph evaluation. We use -lci to store them in a
variable called dlv rules. Subsequently, in cell [5], we execute these rules using DLV (enabled
by the %dlv magic). We load the rules from the variable dlv rules and run them along with the
-wfs flag which outputs a three-valued model. We also specify an experiment name wfs exp using
the -wfs flag. In cell [6], we use this experiment dictionary to load in the PWs.
Figure 2.2: PWE Jupyter Notebook Extension Feature Demonstration.
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Any cell that uses either of the %%clingo or %%dlv cell magics, instantly gets syntax
highlighting appropriate for a logic program. Additionally, executing the cell runs the cor-
responding ASP reasoner on the contents of the cells. These Jupyter-magic functions have
several optional “flags” that can be used to enrich this experience. For instance, users can
save the contents of a cell to a local python variable as a string (or list of strings) or as a text
file on disk. Users can also load a string or a list of strings from other such cells or python
variables into a new cell, as well as save ASP-reasoner output (obtained by executing said
cell) to python variables and text-files. Additionally, several other flags can be passed on to
the reasoners such as -n which specifies the maximum number of PWs to generate (-n=0
generates all PWs).
Users can also provide an exp name using the -exp flag when running a set of rules in
a notebook cell. This creates a dictionary in the local variable namespace called exp name
which contains relevant information about the experiment, such as the input rules (as python
strings), the output of the ASP reasoner on these rules (also as python strings), the meta-
data parsed from special annotations and so on. This dictionary can then be expanded when
we load the PWs from the ASP output, to contain the PWE representation of the PWs as
well. This allows users to have a unified and portable data structure that keeps track of all
the relevant information and results within the Jupyter environment. This enables the users
to conduct multiple experiments, compare results and combine results when appropriate.
The %asp loadfiles Jupyter-magic function is useful for loading the contents of a text
file on disk or a local python variable containing a string or a list of strings, into a Jupyter
Notebook cell. The magic function also allows the text-file/local-variable to be updated
automatically when the contents of the cell into which it was loaded are modified.
2.3 CONTRIBUTIONS AND SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have introduced the Possible Worlds Explorer Tool (PWE), a Python-
based toolkit that is the central tool in the PWE-Framework which brings together Datalog
8https://ipython.readthedocs.io/en/stable/interactive/magics.html
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and ASP systems with the down-to-earth practical data wrangling and visualization capabil-
ities of Python, executable in an interactive, user-friendly Jupyter Notebook environment.
We have provided detailed descriptions, intended use-cases and illustrations wherever ap-
propriate for the various components of the PWE tool.
Its components such as the Query Tool, Distance Tool and World Feature Calculation
Tool, enable powerful analytical capabilities for Answer Set Programming based reasoning
through both Python and Datalog. Language extensions such as special annotations in-
troduce new ways to explore, represent and utilize ASP-based programs. The PW-Export
Tool allows users to use Answer-Sets (PWs) as input to other ASP programs, enabling
unique applications for analysis and iterative reasoning, not supported directly by current
command-line based ASP reasoners. The Jupyter Notebook Extensions help bring ASP rules
and logic-based reasoning to an interactive and familiar interface in the form of Jupyter Note-
books, allowing for quick and efficient testing, exploration and analysis, along with creation
of reproducible computational artifacts that are shareable, browsable and re-executable.
PWE makes declarative problem solving more accessible to practitioners and educators in
academia and industry. Conversely, it allows theoreticians to leverage PWE as a ”language-
lab”, where they can implement ideas involving multiple tools and systems, rapidly and
efficiently. The PWE toolkit is available as a Python library via PyPi [48] and the source
code is available on GitHub [49].
PWE adds significant value for ASP practitioners, especially when compared to the “bare-
bones” command-line only tools usually available. We also believe that in the future, PWE
and other tools like it can play an increasingly significant role in data science and AI appli-
cations (cf. QASP [50]) by combining declarative problem solving in the style of ASP and
Datalog with tool integration through Python.
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CHAPTER 3: THE PWE FRAMEWORK
The PWE Framework is based around a set of tools and practices that I have developed
during my work, which provides a way to communicate and visualize the problem-solving
process using novel combinations of ASP and procedural/iterative programming through
Python. The framework is agnostic to tool details, and instead focuses on the various con-
cepts and objects that occur in the exploration process, such as logic rules, PWs, queries,
observables such as visualizations, procedural processes, function maps, etc. In this chap-
ter, we describe the various components of this framework, showcase how they can be used
to produce workflow-style diagrams through an example, and discuss how the framework
enhances the PWE-based problem solving process.
3.1 FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
3.1.1 PWE Framework Components
Following are the major components that make up the PWE Framework:
1. Rule: These refer to ASP/Datalog rules. These can be Datalog/ASP queries or
constraints or simply Datalog facts (or a database (DB) of them).
2. ASP Reasoner: Represents tools like Clingo and DLV that can be used to produce
PWs/answer-sets from a given set of Rules.
3. Possible World: Also called an answer-set, this is the output of a set of rules/queries
when executed using an ASP Reasoner. An answer-set is essentially a set of facts.
Therefore, a PW ‘isa’1 DB ‘isa’ Rule.
• Similarly, graphs, world-properties and distance-matrices can also be thought of
as DBs.
4. Query: These are functions and Datalog/ASP queries that can be applied on a PW
or a set of PWs. In our framework, we refer to a query Q, that takes n PWs as input,
as Q/n. A Q/1, for instance, could evaluate a property of a PW. Similarly, a Q/2
can be used to calculate the distance between two PWs using a user-defined metric,
or to assign an ordering to the PWs (i.e. a comparator). A query may be evaluated



































Figure 3.1: PWE Framework Components. Each of the components is assigned a unique
symbol that can be used in workflow diagrams of PWE-based experiments. The dotted lines
represent isa relationships, e.g., a “PW” isa “Database” isa “ASP Rules”.
5. Code: These refer to procedural Python code segments that are used in the problem-
solving process or in the analysis of PWs. For instance, these include functions that
generate visualizations from a PW or a set of PWs, code used to glue together various
operations on PWs, code used to perform graph operations using the NetworkX
python library, helper functions, etc.
6. Observable: This refers to output of some kind of computation during the explo-
ration/analysis process, e.g., visualizations, diagrams, graphs, simple text output, etc.
Several functions are provided in the PWE tool to produce such observables that can
help users decide next steps or draw conclusions.





• Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) outputs in 2D
• DBScan Algorithm based Clustering outputs
The framework described is helpful in translating the combination of ASP and Python
through PWE, to a simple, abstract and extensible language, allowing us to reason about
the problems without having to adhere to any one paradigm. The various tools we have
built provide an interface that can communicate with and bring together ASP and Python
seamlessly, enabling the various processes in the framework. We have developed a symbol-
ogy for the various components (Figure 3.1) which allows us to create workflow diagrams
for PWE-based experiments and present them through a visually appealing and intuitive
medium. Due to its intended abstractness, the framework remains highly extensible, either
through extensions of existing components, or through creation of entirely new components.
For instance, one can easily add to the variety of observables already explicitly supported
by the framework, or define a new class of procedural/logic functionalities that are helpful
in solving a specific class of problems.
3.2 PWE-FRAMEWORK EXAMPLE WALK-THROUGH
In Section 1.2.1, we showcased how PWE can be used to model and analyze the 3-
colorability problem on a small graph instance. Despite being a very simple problem on
the surface, we saw that there exists a lot of hidden depth and structure in the problem and
its solution space that we were able to discover and explore using PWE. However, one can
often “get lost in the details”, when working through such an example. That is exactly where
the PWE-Framework can help us by providing a way to convey the exploration process in a
more efficient and abstract manner through workflow style diagrams.
3.2.1 PWE-Framework Applied to 3-Coloring
One of the goals of the PWE Framework is to allow users to be able to sketch their
reasoning processes visually in a quick and efficient manner by providing them with a rich,
comprehensive and extensible language and symbology. In Figure 3.2, we have tried to do
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Figure 3.2: PWE Framework applied to 3-Coloring Example. The cell numbers from the
corresponding Jupyter Notebook (part of the research object available at [32, 28]) are shown in
green square brackets. Comments and observations are shown in orange and “Go-to” references
are shown in pink. The numbers in red are to help users follow the in-text explanation.
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Section 1.2.1. Using the components of the PWE Framework, I was quickly able to hand-
draw the various reasoning processes in the notebook at a high-level while still being able to
map the components and processes to specific parts of the original notebook and workflow.
In the workflow diagram in Figure 3.2, we start with a database (1) that encodes the
graph (in cell [9] in the NB). We then use the GraphViz-based visualization function (2)
(in cell [5] in NB) to visualize it (3). We formulate the 3-coloring rules in cell [14] (4)
and use an ASP-reasoner (5) to find the valid 3-colorings of our graph in cell [18] (6). This
creates multiple PWs, say k of them. We can then visualize these (7) to get a sense of
the solution space. Note that “double-borders” refer to using the map operation, i.e. we
apply the visualization function on the set of PWs. Once we have this “observable”, an
observation (8) is that some of these PWs seem to be equivalent. So a natural question we
would want to answer is: “how to group the equivalent PWs together?”. To answer this,
we take the A0 branch, as indicated (9). Notice that each “branch” ends with a “comment”
and pointer to the next step in the workflow. This is to communicate that there may exist
several “mini” experiments within an experiment, and that each of these mini-experiments
gives us some additional information and points us in the next logical direction.
In the example, we next use a Q/1 (10) query on the PWs to calculate the number of
colors used (11) in them (a world-property). We then use a group-by operation to group the
PWs by the number of colors they use. In our case, we get two groups, i.e., a group of PWs
that uses only 2 colors (let’s call it C2) and another that uses all 3 colors (let’s call it C3).
We can visualize these two groups and make further observations. We notice that while the
groups themselves are distinct from each other, there exists further symmetry within the
groups. To explore this, we decide that we would need to use some kind of distance-metric
to capture the similarity/dissimilarity between the PWs and then use clustering techniques
to find the groups.
In branch A (12), we use a simple symmetric-difference based metric to cluster the PWs.
As we can observe from the generated visualizations, the metric doesn’t seem to be able to
cluster the PWs well. Noticeably, it cannot account for the symmetry between the PWs. To
rectify this, in branch C, we first generate color-patterns for each of the PWs and then use a
symmetry-aware distance metric on these color-patterns to compute the distance matrix. We
observe that the structure is clearer now, but some of the groups that are visibly equivalent
do not seem to be grouped together. Finally, in branch D, we use a more comprehensive





pairs of PWs, we check if there exists an isomorphism between
the color maps using a simple ASP encoding. If so, we set the distance between them to 0,
else to some constant positive value. Upon using this distance metric, we see that we get
the accurate groupings of equivalent colorings that we’d set out to get.
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As this example illustrates, the PWE Framework provides a higher-level representation
of the problem-solving process and showcases how the PWE tool can help us execute these
processes, all the while seamlessly using and translating between ASP and Python. The
combination of the workflow like structure, the symbols, and the “comments” makes it
easier to grasp the experiment than by just following the Jupyter Notebook from top to
bottom. It also allows us to think of the experiment in a platform-agnostic way, allowing us
to recreate the it in other ways, making the results more reproducible.
3.3 CONTRIBUTIONS AND SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have introduced the PWE Framework, a framework of tools and prac-
tices that enables problem solving through a combination of Answer Set Programming and
Python, via PWE and other related tools. We have detailed the various components of the
framework along with their relationships to each other. We have also presented a symbol-
ogy of these components that can be used to create workflow-style visual representation of
experiments that use PWE (and other such tools) for problem solving.
The workflow diagrams are meant to provide a way to describe and deliver PWE-based
experiments in a more intuitive & abstract manner and to highlight & disambiguate the
dependencies of various processes in the PWE Framework. We hope that this framework
and its associated symbology will be useful to PWE users and provide a more structured and
paradigm-agnostic way to think of reasoning and problem-solving processes in general. To
illustrate this, we have used the PWE-Framework to describe the 3-colorability experiment
introduced in 1.2.1 through a workflow-style diagram. We believe that such workflow dia-
grams can serve as valuable companions to PWE-based experiment artifacts such as Jupyter
Notebooks.
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CHAPTER 4: PWE IN ACTION
In the previous chapters, we have introduced the Possible Worlds Explorer Tool, the PWE
Framework and some simple examples to show their capabilities. In this chapter, we will take
a look at some more advanced applications of the PWE Framework and the PWE Tool. The
examples themselves will be provided as “research objects” in the form of Jupyter Notebooks
(available at [28]) that walk through the problem solving process in detail. Here, we provide
a quick preview of the problems, the main encoding tricks, highlight some interesting results
and provide references to the associated digital research objects.
4.1 HAMMING NUMBERS
Datalog has been proposed as a “lingua-franca” for provenance querying and reasoning
in [51]. One of the several examples that is used to make this argument is the generation of
Hamming Numbers1 H = {2i · 3j · 5k | i, j, k ≥ 0}. There exist several variants of workflows
that generate this set H. The paper shows how easy it is to model two of these (Figure 4.1)
very similar looking procedures (the one-loop variant and the three-loop variant) in Datalog
and then proceeds to show how one is much more efficient than the other.
(a) Hamming Workflow: “one-loop” variant. (b) Hamming Workflow: “three-loops” variant.
Figure 4.1: The “one-loop” and “three-loops” workflow variants for Hamming number
generation. Image taken from [51].
The “one-loop” variant can be easily encoded in ASP as follows:
hamming(1, 1, 1).
hamming(Y,X, 2) :- hamming(X,_, _), Y = 2*X, Y < 1000.
hamming(Y,X, 3) :- hamming(X,_, _), Y = 3*X, Y < 1000.























































































(a) Provenance for the “one-loop” variant of





















































































(b) Provenance for the “three-loops” variant
of the Hamming Number Generator (“Sail”)
Figure 4.2: Provenance Graphs for the two variants of the Hamming Number Generator
Workflows. In [51], they have been referred to as “fish” and “sail” respectively due to their shapes.
As we can see here, the “three-loop” (sail) variant is the more efficient encoding for Hamming
Number Generation since its provenance graph is a tree (as opposed to a DAG, as is the case for
the “one-loop” variant) which implies that it doesn’t perform any re-derivations.
Similarly, we can encode the “three-loop” variant in ASP as follows:




hamming(Y,X, 2) :- hamming(X,_, F), in_12(F), Y = 2*X , Y<1000.
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hamming(Y,X, 3) :- hamming(X,_, F), in_123(F), Y = 3*X , Y<1000.
hamming(Y,X, 5) :- hamming(X,_, F), in_1235(F), Y = 5*X , Y<1000.
On simply running the ASP programs, it is hard to ascertain which encoding is more efficient
and why. This is where PWE can help us. By using just the following two lines:
%graphviz graph graph_type=directed rankdir=LR
%graphviz edge hamming(TAIL,HEAD,_) color=$3
which use the special %graphviz annotation (described in Section 2.1.1), we can generate
the workflow graphs in Figure 4.2 and it immediately becomes clear that the “three-loop”
variant is the more efficient and less “wasteful” encoding.
Using the power of PWE, we can take this analysis further and use ASP for testing these
encodings using regular path queries on these workflows. For more details, check out the
re-executable research object at [52, 28].
4.2 DATALOG DEBUGGING
With (and perhaps due to) the great expressive power of ASP, it can often be hard to
trace the provenance of “faulty” or “unexpected” facts in a solution M of an ASP program
P on an instance I. To deal with this problem, [53] proposed a method for “debugging and
‘logically profiling’ P by generating a provenance enriched rewriting P̂”. In our experiments
with PWE, we wanted to test their approach, illustrate how PWE can help us to do that,
and take the approach further using our framework.
We test the approach on a simple “transitive closure”2 problem, which can be encoded
simply as:
tc(X,Y) :- e(X,Y). %r1
tc(X,Y) :- e(X,Z), tc(Z,Y). %r2
The proposed approach consists of three “tricks”, namely the F(iring) trick, the G(raph)
trick and the S(tatelog) trick. The Firing Trick can be applied to the rules r1 and r2 as
follows:
% F-Trick - Capturing Rule Firings:
fire1(X,Y) :- e(X,Y). % r1_in
tc(X,Y) :- fire1(X,Y). % r1_out
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transitive_closure
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Figure 4.3: Datalog Debugging Provenance Outputs. We see here (left) that using the
proposed encoding, we can generate a complete provenance graph that shows all the rule-firings, the
“time-step” they happened at and how they affected future derivations. We can build a “smarter”
provenance graph (top-right) which collapses all rule firing instances at various time-steps into its
first firing instance. We can then also use simple graph manipulation to extract and highlight
the provenance information for a specific output. For instance, here (middle-right) we show the
provenance information for the derivation of the logical atom tc(a,c). The encoding also allows us
to compute other useful and insightful information such as the number of rederivations (bottom-
right) in the computation of the ASP rules. This can help us compare different encodings and
optimize them.
fire2(X,Z,Y) :- e(X,Z), tc(Z,Y). % r2_in
tc(X,Y) :- fire2(X,Z,Y). % r2_out
As we can see, the relations fire1/2 and fire2/3 capture rule-firings (along with all the
existential variable providing greater provenance). The original rule heads (tc/2 in this
case) can be computed as projections of these rule firings.
Similarly, the Graph Trick can be applied as follows:
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% r1
g( e(X,Y), in, fire1(X,Y) ) :- fire1(X,Y).
g( fire1(X,Y), out, tc(X,Y) ) :- fire1(X,Y).
% r2
g( e(X,Z), in, fire2(X,Z,Y) ) :- fire2(X,Z,Y).
g( tc(Z,Y), in, fire2(X,Z,Y) ) :- fire2(X,Z,Y).
g( fire2(X,Z,Y), out, tc(X,Y) ) :- fire2(X,Z,Y).
These rules allow us to “build” the provenance graph for all the logical atoms in the output.




fire1(S1, X, Y) :- e(X, Y), next(S, S1). % r1_in
tc(S, X, Y) :- fire1(S, X, Y). % r1_out
% Updating the Graph trick with States:
% g_r1
g( S, e(X,Y), in, fire1(X,Y) ) :- fire1(S,X,Y).
g( S, fire1(X,Y), out, tc(X,Y) ) :- fire1(S,X,Y).
% r2
% temporal fire2(T,_,_,_)
fire2(S1, X, Z, Y) :- e(X,Z), tc(S,Z,Y), next(S,S1). % r2_in
tc(S, X, Y) :- fire2(S, X, Z, Y). % r2_out
% Updating Graph trick with States:
% g_r2
g( S, e(X,Z), in, fire2(X,Z,Y) ) :- fire2(S,X,Z,Y).
g( S, tc(Z,Y), in, fire2(X,Z,Y) ) :- fire2(S,X,Z,Y).
g( S, fire2(X,Z,Y), out, tc(X,Y) ) :- fire2(S,X,Z,Y).
% next
next(0,1).
next(S,S1) :- next(_,S), newAtom(S,_), S1=S+1.
% Check if something "new" was derived in the last time-step,
% if yes, then continue, else break:
newAtom(S1,A) :- next(S,S1), g(S1,_,out,A), not g(S,_,out,A).
newFiring(S1,F) :- next(S,S1), g(S1,F,out,_), not g(S,F,out,_).
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Using these tricks and the capabilities of PWE, we can quickly generate “provenance” and
“smart-provenance” graphs as shown in Figure 4.3. We also use PWE to leverage the extra
information that this encoding allows us to capture. For instance, we can now get a sense
of how efficient the encoding is, by e.g., calculating how many relations are redundantly
rederived (check Figure 4.3), and so on. We have presented these in more detail in the
demo notebook. For further details, check out the re-executable research object available
at [54, 28].
4.3 WHY-NOT AND WHAT-IF PROVENANCE
In the works of [55, 56], given an ASP program, the authors propose a rewriting scheme
such that we can get provenance information regarding the results. The rewriting technique
turns the query evaluations into a game-graph of sorts which can be solved using the query:
win(X) :- move(X,Y), not win(Y).
Recall that we used this query in Section 1.2.2 to “solve” game graphs under the three-valued
well-founded semantics as well as the traditional two-valued stable semantics.
In [43, 28] we try the 3hop3 query on a small instance and test their proposed rewriting
scheme. In addition to getting relevant “Why-Provenance” information for the positive
results, we can use the approach to answer “Why-Not Provenance” questions, i.e., why was
a certain outcome not true. We also show how we can use the rewriting scheme under the
three-valued well-founded semantics to answer “What-If” provenance questions, i.e., what
would the outcome be if something was added/deleted/etc. Figure 4.4 shows some outputs
from the experiment. For all the details, check out [43, 28].
4.4 LEANEULER: USING ASP FOR TAXONOMY ALIGNMENT
In biology and related fields, taxonomies are hierarchical representations used to spec-
ify classifications of organismal groups such as families, species, etc. Often, several such
taxonomies may exist for various reasons such as regional differences, lingual conventions,
different time-periods, etc. The Taxonomy Alignment Problem (TAP) is defined as follows:
given two input taxonomies T1 and T2, and various articulations between the elements of
these taxonomies, we output one or more “alignments” between T1 and T2 that are consis-
tent with the set of given articulations. An articulation is of the form: T1.A r T2.B where
r can be one of the 25 = 32 possible subsets of the RCC-5 relations ({equals, is included in,
33hop(X,Y) :- hop(X,Z1), hop(Z1,Z2), hop(Z2,Y).
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Figure 4.4: Why-Not & What-If Provenance using Game Graph Rewriting. We use
the 3hop query to test the proposed rewriting. In the input graph instance (top-left) the dotted-
black edges represent the hop relations and the blue edges represent the derived 3hop relations.
Using the encoding we can generate a game-graph based view of the evaluations which enables
our various provenance queries. In (bottom-left), we visualize the provenance of the logical atom
3hop(a,a) and can see all the ways that this is true. This is an instance of Why-Provenance. More
interestingly, in (top-right), we visualize the provenance information for ¬ 3hop(c,a) i.e. all the
reasons that the relation 3hop(c,a) is false. We can find exactly the subgoals that “failed” and the
facts that were responsible for this. This is an instance of Why-Not Provenance. In (bottom-right)
we visualize an instance of What-If Provenance. Say the logical atom hop(c,a) is undefined i.e.
it might be true or false and we want to see how this affects the evaluation of the 3hop query on
the rest of the graph. We know that 3hop(a,a) is true regardless of the truthiness of hop(c,a)
from (bottom-left). In (bottom-right), we visualize the What-If Provenance of 3hop(c,a) based on
truthiness of hop(c,a). The provenance graph tells us that the asserted truth value of hop(c,a)
is decisive in deciding if 3hop(c,a) will be true. If hop(c,a) were true, the “provenance” would
consist (roughly) of the yellow nodes i.e. the r1 assignments in yellow and their goals. Note that
their subgoals are all either already green or yellow (undecided) and they would be true if hop(c,a)
were true. This already gives us both the why-provenance and why-not provenance for 3hop(c,a).
If hop(c,a) is true, then we get the subgraph with yellow nodes (and their subgoals), and if not,
we get the entire subgraph above, except the yellow rule assignment nodes would be green, the
yellow subgoal nodes would be red and so on.
includes, overlaps, disjoint}), and A & B are elements in T1 & T2 respectively. When |r| > 1,
they are understood to be disjunctions i.e. exactly one of them must be true.
Euler/X4 [57, 58], is a Python-based command line tool that solves TAP instances using
an ASP encoding. The tool provides many valuable and powerful features to solve TAPs.
4https://github.com/EulerProject/EulerX
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In my work, I’ve developed a tool called LeanEuler [59, 60], which is a re-implementation
of a similar idea from the ground up. The tool extends our PWE tool since PWE already
provides numerous pieces of the TAP solving process such as loading outputs from ASP
reasoners and graphviz-based visualization support.
4.4.1 LeanEuler: System Overview
We have borrowed most of the ASP modeling tricks and conventions for TAP from Eu-
ler/X, such as the input format (called CleanTax), the ASP encodings and GraphViz
visualization styles. Currently, LeanEuler supports the Rcc-32 and Mnpw encodings for
TAP. A usual TAP solving workflow in LeanEuler consists of the following:
1. Read in the TAP description (CleanTax) from a text file or Python string
using LeanEuler.parse cleantax. This creates an internal representation of the
provided taxonomies and the articulations between their components in the form of
Pandas Dataframes as well as anytree5 tree objects.
2. Visualize the input TAP instance using LeanEuler.visualize input module.
The module takes the outputs of the previous step (Pandas Dataframes and anytree
objects) as inputs and outputs a GraphViz style visualization of the TAP instance.
3. Use LeanEuler.gen asp rules to create an ASP encoding for the TAP in-
stance. The module takes as input the outputs of Step 1 (Pandas Dataframes and
anytree objects) and outputs an ASP encoding as a Python string that can be used
directly with other modules or be written to a text file. Currently, the module supports
two encodings, Rcc-32 and Mnpw. Further details about the features and differences
between the encodings can be found in [61]. The parametrized encoding generation
process is more modular in LeanEuler than in Euler/X, but the resultant encodings
are equivalent in both tools.
4. Solve TAP and load the outputs using LeanEuler.generate pws. This module
is a wrapper around existing PWE functionalities of running ASP rules and parsing
the output. The module takes as input the encoding generated in Step 3 and returns
as output the various possible taxonomy alignments for the TAP instance.
5. Visualize the aligned taxonomies using the LeanEuler.visualize output mod-
ule. This module takes as input the output of Step 4 and outputs GraphViz style
5https://pypi.org/project/anytree/2.8.0/
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Figure 4.5: Taxonomy Alignment using LeanEuler and PWE in a Jupyter Notebook.
We get the Taxonomy Alignment Problem in the form of a text file in the CleanTax Format. We
read in the file in cell [4] and convert it into an internal representation in cell [5]. We can see a
preview of these internal representations in cell [6] and cell [7]. In cell [9] we visualize the input
TAP instance. As we can see, this sample example consists of two taxonomies, each with a head
and 4 children. The various articulations between the elements of the two taxonomies are shown
on the dotted edges between those elements. In cell [12] we create an ASP encoding to solve this
TAP instance. We use the Mnpw encoding, a preview of which is show in output of cell [12].
We then run and parse the PWs (alignments) in cell [13]. As we can see there are 7 possible
alignments to this TAP instance. We then visualize these proposed alignments in cells [14]-[16].
We’ve shown 4 of the 7 proposed alignments here.
visualizations of the PWs (solutions) to the TAP instance generated in Step 4. Each
of these visualizations consist of a single taxonomy alignment consistent with the in-
put articulations and highlights the relation between different elements, e.g., edges
signify containment, dotted-edges signify overlaps, shared nodes signify equality and
not having any of these signifies disjointness.
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6. Analyze the PWs using PWE. We can use PWE features such as distance metrics
for grouping PWs or computing numerical features from the PWs to rank them in
order of their complexity (empirically, simpler PWs (i.e. taxonomy alignments) tend
to be closer to reality). These analyses usually help us to find the most plausible
taxonomy alignment.
The usage of PWE and Jupyter Notebooks in LeanEuler makes the TAP-solving process more
interactive, reproducible and insightful, than using command-line tools with little room for
custom analysis. It also enables the process to be integrated into existing workflows directly
by using the LeanEuler library as a Python-API, something that is much harder to do with
command-line based tools. PWE features such as PW-Export also allow us to re-iterate
on the problem directly, without having to create a new problem instance from scratch.
Figure 4.5 highlights the interesting parts from a small sample example of using LeanEuler
to solve a taxonomy alignment problem. The complete re-executable example can be found
at [62, 28].
LeanEuler is available as a Python library [60, 59] that can be used in Python scripts as
usual or interactively in Jupyter Notebooks. The tool also has a command-line interface
(CLI) for traditional users who might prefer the command-line.
4.5 EDUCATIONAL EXAMPLES
With its “pythonic” interface to ASP and access to Python tooling such as visualizations
and data-set analysis, we expect PWE to be used as an educational tool for instruction in
declarative problem solving and computer science in general. In addition to the examples
above and those in Section 1.2, we have created several educational examples about popular
and instructive computer science topics using PWE and Jupyter Notebooks.
4.5.1 Lowest Common Ancestor
Given a Directed Acyclic Graph6 (DAG) G, the lowest common ancestor7 (lca) of two
nodes p and q is the lowest node (from a source inG) that has both p and q as its descendants.
We assume that a node is its own descendant (i.e. if q was a direct descendant of p, then p
would be the lowest common ancestor of p and q).
This concept, among others, is a great illustration of the expressiveness of ASP. We can




Figure 4.6: Lowest Common Ancestor (LCA) visualization using PWE. We can use a
simple python-based visualization to see the results of the LCA query. Here we visualize the lowest
common ancestors of ‘albert’ and ‘eva’ and highlight the relevant parent-child relationships.
anc(X,Y) :- parent(X,Y).
anc(X,Y) :- parent(X,Z), anc(Z,Y).
ca(X,A,A) :- anc(X,A).
ca(A,X,A) :- anc(X,A).
ca(X,Y,A) :- anc(X,A), anc(Y,A), X != Y.
not_lca(X,Y,A) :- ca(X,Y,A), ca(X,Y,A1), anc(A1,A).
lca(X,Y,A) :- ca(X,Y,A), not not_lca(X,Y,A).
For comparison, the same problem, in Python takes complex algorithms to solve. For in-
stance, check out some solutions at GeeksForGeeks8. Concurrently, the ASP encoding
shown above serves as a good logic programming/ASP lesson, for concepts such as recursion,
transitive closure and use of double-negation.
We have created a Jupyter Notebook, that explains this encoding, along with a simple
8https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/lowest-common-ancestor-binary-tree-set-1/
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instance (a family tree) to test the encoding using, which is available at [63, 28]. A screenshot
from the Notebook is shown in Figure 4.6 which shows how we can use PWE to easily
generate and visualize solutions to a specific lowest common ancestor query.
4.5.2 Stable Marriage Problem
The Stable Marriage/Matching Problem9 in computer science/mathematics is the problem
of finding a stable matching between two sets given an ordering of each person’s preferences
(in both sets), such that there doesn’t exist a pair (one from each set) such that they’d both




















Figure 4.7: Stable Marriage Problem (SMTI). Here we can see all the possible stable match-
ings for the provided instance visualized in PWE. Edges signify a “marriage” matching and an
unmatched node (red-bordered) signifies that the person stays “single” in this PW.
A classical algorithm to solve this problem is called the Gale-Shapley Algorithm10 [64]
which under certain conditions guarantees a stable matching. One of the well-known “issues”
with the algorithm is that it tends to produce matchings that are “unfair” to one group more
than the other. We explore the stable matching problem with the notion of “fairness” in
mind and compare how different matchings conform to different notions of “fairness”.
In particular, we use the SMTI variant of this problem where the set sizes don’t need to
be equal, people can assign the same preference level to multiple people, and are allowed to
remain “unmatched” i.e. prefer to not be matched at all over certain matches. We referred
to [65] for our ASP encodings and different definitions of fairness.
For an example of the encoding, consider that we have two sets: {m1,m2}, {w1, w2, w3}.






manpropose(m1, w2) :- not accept(m1, w1), not accept(m1, w3).
manpropose(m1, w3) :- not accept(m1, w1), not accept(m1, w2).
accept(m1, m1) :- not accept(m1, w1), not accept(m1, w2), not accept(m1, w3).
Similarly, say w2’s preferences were: [ {m1}, ∅ ], then we would encode this as follows:
womanpropose(m1, w2).
accept(w2, w2) :- not accept(m1, w2).
As we can see, these encodings can be generated very easily and mechanically. In our
example, this leads to the matchings as shown in Figure 4.7. In our analysis, we use the
following notions of fairness on the resulting PWs: egalitarian cost, sex-inequality cost, max-
regret cost and cardinality cost. Check out [66, 28] for a detailed analysis and results.
4.5.3 Q-Learning (Grid World)
A classic instructional construct in reinforcement learning is Grid World11. The aim
is to find a “policy” i.e. the best set of actions to take at any position in the “world” to
maximize eventual “reward”. In a Grid World, a “bot” must learn the best way to go from a
starting position to an end position, while maximizing its reward and avoiding any “blocked”
positions. One way to solve this problem is to use the classical Q-Learning algorithm12 [67].
Figure 4.8: Optimal Policy in GridWorld computed using the Q-Learning algorithm and
PWE. In our Gridsworld instance, we were able to compute the optimal policy, i.e., best actions
at each step to maximize reward, using PWE to enable a combination of ASP-based environment
modeling and the Q-Learning algorithm in Python.
11Reinforcement Learning: Implement Grid World from Scratch Tutorial on TowardsDataScience
12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q-learning
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We encode the “model” of the world using ASP and use Python to drive the learning
process. This example is a good illustration of using PWE to leverage the modelling and
knowledge-representation capabilities of ASP and combining it with existing advances in AI
and ML through Python.
For instance, consider the following rule:
state(X, Y, T+1) :- state(X, Y2, T), Y2=Y-1, action(up, T),
valid_x(X), valid_y(Y), valid_y(Y2),
time(T), time(T+1), not barrier(X,Y).
This “state-update” rule takes the action (up in this case) at time-step T and defines
the state at time-step T+1, by ensuring that (upward) movement is valid, i.e., within the
bounds of the GridsWorld environment and that it doesn’t run into a barrier i.e. environment
locations that one cannot move to. Other such rules can be defined for the various actions,
to define the rewards at the states, etc.
As we can see in Figure 4.8, we can successfully use the Q-Learning algorithm in our
setting to find the optimal policy. Check out [68, 28] for a detailed description.
4.5.4 Partitions and Bell Numbers
In combinatorial mathematics, Bell Numbers count the number of possible partitions of
a set13,14. So, the nth Bell Number Bn is the number of ways to partition n objects. The
concept is extensively studied in literature [69, 70, 71] and has a number of interesting
applications, including in Datalog [72, 73].
The concept can be studied and encoded very simply in ASP using the following rules:
% Define the n objects:
obj(1..4).
% Generate "equivalence" between objects:
tog(A,B) ; not tog(A,B) :- obj(A), obj(B), A!=B.
% Test that the symmetric property between equivalent objects holds:
:- tog(A,B), not tog(B,A).
% Test that the transitivity property between the equivalent objects holds:
:- not tog(A,B), tog(A,C), tog(C,B), A!=B, B!=C, A!=C.
In the encoding above, for every pair of objects A and B, we first “generate” an equivalence





Figure 4.9: Some Partitions of 4 objects visualized in PWE. We use PWE to generate all
B4 = 15 partitions of 4 distinct objects. Here we show 5 of them, one from each of the disjoint
classes modulo object renaming. This implies that the number of integer partitions of 4 is 5.
We can read the integer partitions directly from the visualizations, e.g., the top-left visualization
represents the 2 + 1 + 1 partition, bottom-left represents the 2 + 2 partition and so on.
properties: reflexive, symmetric and transitive. The reflexive property (i.e. A is in the same
partition as A) is implicit in our encoding. The other two properties have been enforced
explicitly.
The above program produces Bn PWs, each of which descibes a unique partition of n
(named) objects. The output, as expected, is hard to decipher and make sense of. This is
where PWE can help us. With just three simple %graphviz annotations (Section 2.1.1):
%graphviz graph graph_type=undirected rankdir=TB
%graphviz edge tog(HEAD, TAIL)
%graphviz node obj(N) colorscheme=pastel28 color=$1 style=filled
we can produce a visual representation of the partitions themselves, some of which are shown
in Figure 4.9.
Given the partitions, one can also define a “refinement” relation16 on these partitions, e.g.,
a simple finer-than relation, to define a partial-order on these partitions. When we do that
for n = 4, we can order the various B4 = 15 partitions as shown in Figure 4.10.
Additionally, one could also use isomorphisms to detect equivalent (to variable renaming)
partitions as in another example before (Section 1.2.1). This would give us the number of
16https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_of_a_set#Refinement_of_partitions
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Figure 4.10: Partitions of 4 objects ordered by a finer-than refinement relation. We
can apply a partial ordering on the B4 = 15 partitions of 4 objects by applying a refinement
relation, in this case a simple finer-than relation, i.e., partition A is finer-than another partition
B, if every element of A is a subset of some element of B, or more intuitively, A is a further
fragmentation of B. Image Credit: By Watchduck (a.k.a. Tilman Piesk) - CC BY 3.0, https:
//commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=17835055
Integer Partitions17 of n, another related and useful concept in combinatorial mathematics.
In Figure 4.9, we have shown the 5 partitions that represent each of the 5 Integer Partitions
of 4. Check out [74, 28] for further details.
4.5.5 N-queens
The N-queens puzzle18 [75, 76, 77] is the problem of placing n chess queens on an n x n
chessboard such that no two queens can attack each other (i.e. no two queens share a row,




























Figure 4.11: Principal Solutions of the 8-queens Problems. We use PWE to create all
the 92 solutions to the N-Queens puzzle (N=8), and then use a Python-based equivalence check
function (to check for rotations and reflections) to identify the equivalent sets of solutions. This
allows us to extract the 12 principal solutions displayed here.
There exist multiple procedural solutions to this puzzle (including backtracking solu-
tions [77]). It is an interesting combinatorial puzzle, which makes it a perfect candidate
for ASP. As it turns out, this problem, like several of our examples before this, can be
encoded very succinctly in ASP as follows:
number(1..n).
% Generate - place a queen in each row and each column:
1 { q(X,Y) : number(Y) } 1 :- number(X).
1 { q(X,Y) : number(X) } 1 :- number(Y).
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% Test - remove conflicting answers:
:- number(X1;X2;Y1;Y2), q(X1,Y1), q(X2,Y2), X1 < X2, Y1 == Y2.
:- number(X1;X2;Y1;Y2), q(X1,Y1), q(X2,Y2), X1 < X2, Y1 + X1 == Y2 + X2.
:- number(X1;X2;Y1;Y2), q(X1,Y1), q(X2,Y2), X1 < X2, Y1 - X1 == Y2 - X2.
Another advantage the ASP solution has over the solutions is that it can produce all the
solutions, without us having to make any changes to the problem description or the encoding.
Once we have these solutions, we can use PWE to take this puzzle and its solutions further.
Further, we can use PWE to define distance/equivalence metrics that can help us to find the
fundamental solutions to this puzzle. For instance, for n = 8, we have 92 solutions. However,
after accounting for the various symmetries (rotation and reflection), we can discover the
12 fundamental solutions to this problem. Using PWE and Python, we can easily visualize
these solutions (Figure 4.11). For more details, check out [78, 28].
4.5.6 Symmetry Degree (of a Positive Conjunctive Query)
In [79], the authors define the notion of symmetry degree of a query Q as the symmetry
degree of the incidence graph G(Q) of the query Q. The symmetry degree of a graph G
is the number of its automorphism groups19. The incidence graph of query Q is a labelled
directed bipartite graph G(Q) = (ν, ε, λ), where ν has a vertex labeled x for each variable x
in Q, a vertex labeled c for each constant c in Q, and a vertex labeled P for each occurrence
of predicate P in Q; and ε contains an edge labeled n from vertex t to predicate vertex P
whenever t occurs as the nth argument in P .
We use a simple Python and Antlr-based parser to parse the queries and create the
corresponding incidence graph (see Figure 4.12). We then encode the graph as a Datalog
instance and use a simple automorphism encoding to get the size of its automorphism group,
hence finding the symmetry degree sym(Q) of query Q. Automorphism groups of a graph
can be generated via the following encoding in ASP:
% Generate - for each pair of nodes (X,Y), decide if X maps to Y:
vmap(X,Y) ; vout(X,Y) :- gnode(X), gnode(Y).
% Test - check that the mapping ‘vmap’ holds, i.e.,
% if X1 maps to Y1 and X2 maps to Y2 in ‘vmap’,
% then for every edge e(X1,X2), there must exist



















Figure 4.12: Incidence Graph of the tri/3 query. The tri/3 query: tri(X,Y,Z) :- e(X,Y),
e(Y,Z), e(Z,X). can be encoded as an incidence graph as shown here. The directed bi-partite
graph consists of edges from variables and constants to the atoms. Labels contain the position of
the variable in the atom. Symmetry degree of a query Q is defined as the number of automorphism
groups of the incidence graph of query Q.
Figure 4.13: Symmetry Degrees of variations of the triangle query computed using
PWE. We can compute the symmetry degree of the various versions of the triangle query, i.e.
tri/0 (Boolean i.e. “Is there a triangle?”), tri/1 (“Is there a triangle involving X?”), tri/2 (“Is
there a triangle using the edge e(X,Y)?”) and tri/3 (“Do X,Y,Z form a triangle?”). As we can
see, we obtain interesting results. For instance, interestingly, the symmetry degree of the tri/0
query is the same as that of the tri/3 query.
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:- vmap(X1,Y1), vmap(X2,Y2), e(X1,X2), not e(Y1,Y2).
:- vmap(X1,Y1), vmap(X2,Y2), not e(X1,X2), e(Y1,Y2).
% Test - check that this is a one to one mapping:
:- gnode(X), #count {Y: vmap(X,Y)} != 1.
:- gnode(X), #count {Y: vmap(Y,X)} != 1.
Using the above encoding along with the description of a directed incidence graph of the
query (e.g., Figure 4.12) as Datalog facts using gnode/1 atoms to represent the nodes and
e/2 atoms to represent the edges, would produce exactly as many solutions as the number of
automorphism groups of the incidence graph, and hence as many solutions as the symmetry
degree of the query represented by the incidence graph.
Check out [80, 28] for a detailed example. There, we compute the symmetry degrees of the
triangle query (tri(X,Y,Z) :- e(X,Y), e(Y,Z), e(Z,X).) and see how it changes when
the head of the query is changed (Figure 4.13).
4.6 CONTRIBUTIONS AND SUMMARY
Through the various examples illustrated in this chapter, we have shown how we can
use ASP in combination with Python and Jupyter Notebooks, through PWE, for various
practical, instructional and theoretical applications. PWE allows us to get the best of both
the ASP and traditional procedural programming worlds and enables interesting analyses
that the current ASP tool-sets do not. We have also provided references to the corresponding
re-executable research objects in the form of Jupyter Notebooks that provide more detailed
descriptions of these examples.
We hope PWE will help ASP practitioners take their research ideas forward and make
their reasoning and analysis processes more interactive and efficient, turning PWE into
a “language-lab” of sorts. We also hope that people such as computer science students
interested in Answer Set Programming will find PWE a good way to learn, explore and
experiment with it in a familiar Jupyter Notebook setting.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have presented the Possible Worlds Exploration Framework, a framework based on
leveraging the best of Answer Set Programming & procedural programming (Python) and
using this powerful combination for interesting and useful problem-solving purposes. The
major enabler of this framework is the Python-based toolkit called the Possible Worlds
Explorer (PWE). It is a toolkit that brings together Datalog and ASP systems with the
down-to-earth practical data wrangling and visualization capabilities of Python, executable
in an interactive, user-friendly Jupyter Notebook environment. The PWE toolkit is available
as a Python library via PyPi [48] and the source code is available on GitHub [49].
We have also defined useful abstract component hierarchies in the framework and de-
veloped corresponding symbology for these components. These allow us to represent our
reasoning and problem-solving processes visually using workflow-like diagrams. They also
provide a more structured and paradigm-agnostic way to think of these reasoning-processes
in general and act as valuable companions to PWE-based problem-solving artifacts such as
Jupyter Notebooks, as illustrated by our 3-Coloring example (Section 3.2).
PWE helps make declarative problem solving, through disjunctive Datalog and Answer
Set Programming, more accessible to practitioners and educators in both academia and
industry. Conversely, it helps theoreticians to leverage PWE as a “language-lab”, where
they can implement ideas involving multiple tools and systems, rapidly and efficiently.
PWE also adds significant value for ASP practitioners, especially when compared to the
“bare-bones” command-line only tools usually available. In addition, we believe that PWE
and other tools like it are poised to play an increasingly significant role in data science and
AI applications in the future, by combining declarative problem solving in the style of ASP
and Datalog with tool integration through Python.
To illustrate the power and capabilities of the Possible Worlds Explorer, we have developed
multiple demo-notebooks with instructive examples which are available at [28]. We have
highlighted and showcased several advanced examples in Chapter 4 which leverage the full
capabilities of this framework and tool. We have also provided a Conda-based virtual
environment configuration which can be used both locally and online using services like
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APPENDIX A: WHICH ONE DOESN’T BELONG
Formal Concept Analysis1 is a principled way of deriving a concept hierarchy from a
collection of objects and their properties. We use this concept to study objects and identify
“unique” or “stand-out” objects from a set of objects based on their properties.
Figure A.1: “Which One Doesn’t Belong?” using PWE. We analyze and compare various
WODB instances. Here (top-left) is one such instance. The uniqueness here is that the “solution”
(f3) is the figure that doesn’t have any “unique” property. For instance, f1 is unique since it’s
the only circle. f2 is unique since it’s the only green figure. f4 is unique in that it’s the only one
without thick borders. f5 is unique since it’s the only small figure. Hence, f3 is special in a “meta”
sense. We wanted to see if we can model this using both ASP queries and distance-based analysis
in Python. We found that we can indeed do both. We found an ASP query that can recognize the
unique features of each of the figures, and in turn find that f3 is the only one that doesn’t have any
such unique features. This creates the output in (bottom-left) that highlights every figure’s unique
property and that f3 hence stands out since it doesn’t have any such unique property. Similarly,
we were able to develop a distance metric, using which we were able to find that PW-5 was unique
(here f3 corresponds to PW-5), as can be inferred from the heatmap (right) of the PWs created
using this metric.
In [81], we show how we can use ASP to model FCA to solve the problem of identifying
the “unique” objects. We further show the significance of both, the representation of the
objects, and the queries, to achieve our objectives. We show how this reasoning process can
be executed in both ASP and Python (procedural programming) and how PWE can help us
get the best of both worlds.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formal_concept_analysis
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